Two important re-issues by Smith, G. T. Corley
The proliferation of finches resulting from the El Nino rainfall, and the altered pattern of winds and 
currents may have resulted in an increase in migration between islands. In July 1983 we found 5 immature 
G. fortis on Genovesa. These 5 individuals were almost certainly immigrants as the species has not been 
found breeding on Genovesa. Immature G.fortis have been observed on the island before, but never more 
than two on any of our visits. 
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TWO IMPORTANT RE-ISSUES 
DARWIN'S FINCHES: by David Lack, edited and introduced by Dr. P. Boag and Dr. L. Ratcliffe, 
Cambridge University Press, 1983. 52 + 208 p.p. Hardback £19.50 ($39.50) Paperback £7.95 ($13.95). 
With the encouragement and support of his mentor, Julian Huxley, later a Founder Member and 
Honorary President of the Charles Darwin Foundation, David Lack spent five months of 1938-39 in the 
Galapagos, mostly around Academy Bay, satisfying his ambition "to compare territorial behaviour in a 
group of related species". Darwin's finches provided admirable material. Owing to the outbreak of war, 
his fascinating work was not published until 1947; fortunately so because, during this long, almost 
Darwin-like period of gestation his views changed radically and his final version marked a new departure 
in the understanding of evolutionary biology. For some years his opinions were strongly contested but 
eventually the importance of his book came to be widely recognized and it remains today an outstanding 
treatise on the origin of new species. It is this that justifies its inclusion in the Cambridge Science Classic 
Series. 
This reprint is technically superior to the 1947 edition, produced while wartime shortages still persisted. 
Both the black and white and the colour plates are notably improved. In addition there is a long and 
scholarly introduction by Peter Boag and Laurene Ratcliffe, who have themselves been studying Darwin's 
finches in recent years. They bring the arguments up to date and provide a comprehensive list of modern 
references. Because Lack's book did not exhaust the subject. Rather it proved an inspiration to carry his 
investigations further and further, a task taken up with vigour and persistence, particularly by R.1. 
Bowman and the group of scientists led by P.R. Grant. This is a timely reissue, falling between Darwin's 
centenary and the 150th anniversary of his visit to the Galapagos. 
FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF THE GALAPAGOS: by Michael Harris. Illustrated by Barry Kent 
Mackay. Collins. 160 p.p. £8.95 (also available in U.S.A.). 
Huxley was Lack's mentor and Lack in turn became Mike Harris's teacher at the Edward Grey Institute of 
Field Ornithology in Oxford. Harris did years of research in the Galapagos when the Darwin Station was 
first opened, has since returned at intervals in various capacities and so has acquired a knowledge of the 
birds equalled by few. The new edition updates the information on migrants but otherwise differs little 
from the 1974 edition, which has been of such value of visiting naturalists of all standards of proficiency: 
only the greatest experts and the reckless imagine that they can separate all Darwin's finches infallibly. 
Newcomers are particularly advised not to skip the long introductory sections, which give a succinct 
account of the birds and their distribution between the various islands and the different altitudinal zones, 
together with other indispensable background information. G.T.C.S. 
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